
Website : www.rrbbnc.gov.in Phone Number : 080-23330378

1.0: Further to the notice dated 24-01-2023, Candidates bearing the Roll Numbers listed herein under have been provisionally shortlisted for the Document Verification (DV) for the posts notified in Pay Level – 2, based on their score in 
2nd stage CBT, qualifying status in Typing Skill Test (wherever applicable) and the priority for various posts in Pay level -2 furnished by them in the online application.    

2.0: The date for Document Verification (DV) will be announced in due course in the website. The candidates scheduled for DV will get an email and SMS to download their e-call letter from RRB Website.  

3.0: Candidates may note that after successful completion of DV, they have to undergo Medical Examination at the nominated Railway Hospitals located in the jurisdiction of RRB. The candidates are required to come prepared to stay 
for three to four days. Candidates have to pay the prescribed medical fee of Rs.24/-. Accordingly, candidates have to come prepared for DV and medical examination.

4.0: The shortlisted candidates for DV should produce all the original documents along with one set of Xerox copies in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e-call letter.

5.0: Candidature of all the shortlisted candidates for Document Verification is purely provisional and is liable to be cancelled, at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any inconsistency / deficiency in the data furnished by 
them in their online application or any malpractice on the part of candidates coming to the notice of RRB at any stage of the recruitment process. It may be noted that merely calling a candidate for Document Verification does not 
entitle him/her in any way to an appointment in the Railways.

6.0: Additional DV will be conducted to fill up the shortfall, if any, as and when necessary.

7.0: While every care has been taken in preparing the list of candidates shortlisted for Document Verification, RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or Typographical or printing mistakes. RRB regrets for the inability to 
entertain any correspondence from unsuccessful candidates.

8.0: Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerised and the selection is 
based purely on the merit of the candidates.

9.0: Candidates are advised to regularly visit RRB’s official website for the updates.

10.0: The Roll Numbers of provisionally shortlisted candidates for Document Verification are arranged horizontally in ascending order and not in the order of merit.

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD : BENGALURU

CEN 01/2019 – NON-TECHNICAL POPULAR CATEGORIES
List of Candidates shortlisted for Document Verification (Pay Level-2) - ROUND-2

141191120553696 141191120601743 141191130533535 141191130788803 141191140002946
141191140150592 141191170000466 141191170505173 141191190455006 141191190724405
141191190771327 141191220169184 141191260030626 141191280205896 141191290291031
141191290386947 141191290574950 141192120539316 141192120604289 141192120727628
141192120822043 141192150786028 141192170296354 141192170386787 141192170649462
141192170727839 141192170790203 141192220076597 141192260152051 141192270219121
141192300115936 141192310526967 141193120431916 141193120523187 141193120529881
141193120658184 141193140677336 141193190382410 141193290088417 141194120656342
141194120678419 141194120706575 141194120807556 141194120821966 141194130535687
141194130694776 141194130760258 141194140400980 141194150187313 141194150720735
141194170722930 141194190316121 141194190362834 141194190375628 141194190376324
141194190376348 141194190735945 141194220161127 141194250205041 141194250636323

10.0: The Roll Numbers of provisionally shortlisted candidates for Document Verification are arranged horizontally in ascending order and not in the order of merit.

Level-2  Posts
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141194260043017 141194260057712 141194260064537 141194260068642 141194260168845
141194260175771 141194260188325 141194260235951 141194260265392 141194260285302
141194260316429 141194260372820 141194260462558 141194260561169 141194260580887
141194260612943 141194260676224 141194260734863 141194260781557 141194270039767
141194270431729 141194270432663 141194280019761 141194290106165 141194290412264
141194290632815 141194310185451 141195120627941 141195120637111 141195160011656
141195170072516 141195170219078 141195170403790 141195170569728 141195170610860
141195180618104 141195190465038 141195190477239 141195250272453 141195250315569
141195260578086 141195270352560 141195270369176 ⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗ ⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗

141195250526645 141194260045424 ⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗ ⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗ ⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗

Total Number of candidates shortlisted for DV: 105
Date : 10-03-2023  Chairman/RRB/Bengaluru

The following candidates who attended document verification in other pay level, are in the zone of consideration for Pay Level-2.  These candidates need not attend the Document Verification.  
However they have to under medical examination in Level-2.

--------End of List--------
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